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QUESTION 1
Which statements are TRUE regarding the netmon new node discovery polling
process/algorithm? Select TWO.
A. Polling intervals can be dynamic depending on the number of new nodes discovered.
B. Polling continues for one day after starting NNM. It then stops unless restarted by the
user.
C. Polling intervals can be static regardless of the number of new nodes discovered.
D. Polling is NOT started automatically when NNM is started. It must be first configured
by the user and then started.
Answer: AC
QUESTION 2
What is the minimum supported Java Plug-in required for Microsoft Internet
Explorer when used to display Dynamic Views?
A. JPI 1.3.1_02
B. Microsoft Java Virtual Machine build 3805
C. JPI 1.4.1_05
D. JPI 1.4.2_01
Answer: D
QUESTION 3
Which user can re-do initial discovery?
A. any ovw user
B. the owner of the default map
C. the network administrators
D. the root user
Answer: D
QUESTION 4
NNM automatically detects poorly performing DNS Servers by timing DNS
requests. The network administrator can improve NNM performance by modifying
_____________ .
A. xnmevents.conf
B. netmon.lrf
C. SnmpCollect_DNS.arf
D. trapd.conf
E. ovet_disco.lrf
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Answer: B
QUESTION 5
To clean out old trend data from the data warehouse without affecting the
SNMPCollect database, the command parameter would be _______.
A. -delpriorto
B. -trimpriorto
C. -exportpriorto
D. -unloadpriorto
Answer: B
QUESTION 6
You have specified a map name in your Network Presenter URL. No ovw session
has that map open. What will the Network Presenter do?
A. use the Launcher to launch an ovw session with the right map
B. default to an ovw session with the default map open
C. return an error message and let you try again
D. look in your session.conf file to see if you have a second choice configured
Answer: C
QUESTION 7
Which mechanisms can be used to tune the ET discovery process in large scaled
environments? Select TWO.
A. Enable "Use ARP Cache".
B. Configure Discovery zones.
C. Set "OIDs per PDU" parameter.
D. Use incremental discovery.
Answer: BD
QUESTION 8
What is the ovwdb process responsible for?
A. maintaining of the OVW map database
B. maintaining the OVW object database
C. monitoring of Microsoft Windows devices
D. converting topology information into map information
Answer: B
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QUESTION 9
What is the ovspmd process responsible for?
A. starting and stopping Network Node Manager processes
B. monitoring the disk space used by the Network Node Manager databases
C. monitoring the load Network Node Manager processes are putting on the system
D. alerting Network Node Manager processes if processes on which they depend die
Answer: A
QUESTION 10
What is the pmd daemon responsible for?
A. routing events to other processes
B. receiving SNMP traps from port 162
C. routing electronic mail between OVW users
D. running specialized scripts based upon events received
Answer: A
QUESTION 11
What is included in the Network Node Manager product? Select TWO.
A. an SNMP Extensible Agent
B. an SNMP discovery and monitoring engine
C. an SNMP proxy agent
D. an EMANATE SNMP manager
Answer: BD
QUESTION 12
SNMP is built upon what protocol?
A. IPX
B. TCP/IP
C. SNA
D. UDP
Answer: D
QUESTION 13
Which statement is TRUE regarding NNM's SNMP EMANATE agent?
A. It is based upon a master agent, sub-agent technology.
B. It is able to send CMIP events.
C. It relies on sub-agents to provide information for all SNMP Requests.
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